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ON THE LOCAL CARTESIAN CLOSURE OF EXACT COMPLETIONS
JACOPO EMMENEGGER
Abstract. This paper presents a necessary and sufficient condition on a category C with weak
finite limits, for its exact completion Cex to be (locally) cartesian closed. Equivalently, it provides
a characterisation of (local) cartesian closure for exact categories with enough projectives as a
property of the projectives. Roughly speaking, the exact completion consists of equivalence
relations and extensional arrows (i.e. arrows preserving relations), hence the property requires
the existence in C of “extensional evaluations”. A paper by Carboni and Rosolini [6] already
claimed such a characterisation using a different property on C, but we shall argue that weak
finite limits are not enough for their proof to go through. Rather, C should have (a bit less than)
finite limits. In particular, in the case of ex/lex completions their characterisation is still valid
and it coincides with the one presented here.
1. Introduction
This paper presents a necessary and sufficient condition on a category C with weak finite limits,
for its exact completion Cex to be (locally) cartesian closed. Equivalently, it provides a charac-
terisation of (local) cartesian closure for exact categories with enough projectives as a property of
the projectives. Such a characterisation, with a different condition on C, already appeared in [6,
Theorem 2.5], but we shall argue that the proof therein is not correct.
We shall provide a brief recap on exact completions in the next section. For the moment, it
should be enough to say that Cex freely adds quotients of equivalence relations to C, and may be
quickly described as a quotient of the category of pseudo (i.e. non-monic) equivalence relations
in C. In particular, an arrow in C gives rise to a morphism between pseudo equivalence relations
if and only if it maps related elements to related elements (i.e. it has a tracking): we call such
arrows of C extensional. The idea then is that cartesian closure of Cex should be equivalent to the
existence in C of “objects of extensional arrows”.
We make precise this idea in Definition 3.6 introducing extensional exponentials, and strengthen
this notion to extensional simple products in order to account for the existence, in every cartesian
closed category with pullbacks, of simple products (i.e. right adjoints to pullback along product
projections). Theorem 3.15 proves that Cex is cartesian closed if and only if C has extensional simple
products. A characterisation of local cartesian closure then follows by descent in Theorem 3.22
using what we call extensional dependent products.
The argument in [6] uses instead weak simple products, a strengthening of weak exponentials in
C: in a category with products the latter are like exponentials but with uniqueness of the universal
arrow dropped. In a category with only weak finite limits things become a bit subtler and a
condition has to be put on the (weak) evaluation, namely that it maps related elements to equal
elements (i.e. it is determined by projections). So that the weak evaluation of a weak exponential
is weakly terminal among arrows determined by projections.
The reason behind the failure of Carboni and Rosolini’s characterisation in the case of a category
with weak finite limits is that, in such a category, there are extensional arrows which are not
determined by projections (cf. Examples 4.2). In fact, the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [6] contains
a mistake that can be fixed with an additional assumption. In particular, the proof is correct
when C has finite limits, that is, for ex/lex completions: in this case every arrow is determined by
projections. Carboni and Rosolini’s characterisation then still improves on the non-elementary one
presented in [17] which requires C to be infinitary lextensive, and it does fulfil their main motivation,
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that is, providing a common general reason for the local cartesian closure of the effective topos
and the category of equilogical spaces.
Their characterisation remains correct in a more general case than just ex/lex completions: all
that is needed for the proof to go through is that, in Cex, projectives are internal projectives. This
is equivalent to requiring the projectives in Cex to be closed under binary products. Using the fact
that the full subcategory of Cex on the projectives is the splitting of idempotents of C, we translate
this into an equivalent condition on C which is more general than C having binary products. A
soon as any of these conditions is met, the two characterisations of course coincide, in the sense
that C has extensional simple products if and only if it has weak simple products. However it is
not true that extensional simple products and weak simple products coincide: this happens if and
only if C has binary products.
We found the mistake in Carboni and Rosolini’s argument while trying to apply it to a category
of types arising from Martin-Löf type theory, but the solution presented in this paper did not
follow immediately. Instead we formulated, together with E. Palmgren, a condition inspired by P.
Aczel’s Fullness Axiom from Constructive Set Theory [1, 2] and used it to show when an exact
completion produces a model of the Constructive Elementary Theory of the Category of Sets [9]
(a constructive version of Lawvere’s ETCS [11, 12, 16]). This condition is, we believe, simpler to
state (and verify) than the existence of extensional dependent products. Moreover, it naturally
arises, under mild assumptions, in certain homotopy categories (including the homotopy categories
of spaces and CW-complexes) [8].
On the other hand, this fullness condition only provides a sufficient condition for local carte-
sian closure, hence the results in the present paper improve on the situation in [9], allowing for
a complete characterisation of models of CETCS in terms of properties of their choice objects.
Furthermore, Maietti and Rosolini have made exact completions part of a more general theory of
quotient completions of doctrines [14, 13, 15]. We believe that the notion of extensional exponential
(as well as its strengthenings) can be easily formulated in that context too, and it should provide
a similar characterisation of local cartesian closure for quotient completions of doctrines. We plan
to take this up in future work.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basic notions and results, besides
fixing notations. Section 3 introduces the concepts of extensional exponential, extensional simple
product and extensional dependent product and proves the characterisation of cartesian closure
(Theorem 3.15) and local cartesian closure (Theorem 3.22). Section 4 discusses the distinction
between being extensional and being determined by projections, proves that an essential step in
the proof of Theorem 2.5 from [6] requires (in fact, is equivalent to) the assumption that projectives
are internal projectives, and isolates a condition on C under which the proof is correct. Each of
the last two sections consists of a first part discussing cartesian closure, and a second part treating
local cartesian closure.
2. Preliminaries
A category E is exact [3] (see also [5, Ch. 2] and [10, Ch. A1]) if it has finite limits, regular epis
are stable under pullback and every equivalence relation r = (r1, r2) : R →֒ X×X fits in a diagram
(1) R
//
r1
//
r2
X ✤ ,2
q
Q
which is exact, i.e. q is a coequaliser of r1, r2 and r1, r2 is a kernel pair of q. When we know an
arrow to be a regular epi, we shall write it with a triangle head as for q above.
A quasi limit of a diagram in E is a cone over that diagram such that the unique arrow into the
limit is a regular epi. Similarly, a diagram as (1) is quasi-exact if qr1 = qr2 and the unique arrow
into the kernel of q is a regular epi. In particular, a quasi-exact diagram is a coequaliser.
Definition 2.1. A covering square in E is a quasi pullback
(2)
X

fˆ
✤
,2
p
A

f
Y ✤ ,2
q
B
where q (and so p) is a regular epi.
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We shall say that an object X covers another object A if there is a regular epi X _A, and we
shall refer to regular epis also as covers. We shall say that fˆ : X → Y covers f : A→ B if they fit
in a covering square as (2).
Covering squares enjoy the Beck-Chevalley property for subobjects, in the sense that given a
covering square (2), one has a natural isomorphism γ filling the following square of functors
Sub(Y )

∃q
//
fˆ∗
Sub(X)

∃p
Sub(B) //
f∗
⇒
γ
Sub(A).
This fact is instrumental in applying descent arguments to the internal logic of E. We shall need
it in the proof of Corollary 3.21.
An object X in a category E is called (regular) projective if, for every regular epi g : A_B and
arrow f : X → B, there is a lift of f along g, i.e. an arrow f ′ : X → A such that gf ′ = f .
Definition 2.2. A projective cover of a category E is a full subcategory P of E such that
a) every object in P is projective in E, and
b) every object in E is covered by an object in P.
E has enough projectives if it has a projective cover.
When E has a projective cover P, we shall refer to a regular epi X _A with X ∈ P as a P-cover
of A. Every arrow f : A→ B in E can be covered by an arrow fˆ : X → Y in P: just take a P-cover
of a pullback of f and a P-cover of Y . We shall refer to the resulting covering square as a P-cover
of f . Abusing terminology, we shall often refer to X and fˆ as P-covers of A and f , respectively.
A regular epi is always the coequaliser of its kernel pair, hence every object in an exact category
with enough projectives is the quotient of an equivalence relation on a projective object. A result
by Carboni and Vitale revealed that this is just the surface of the deeper fact that an exact category
E with enough projectives is free over any of its projective covers P, in the sense that E can be
seen as obtained by freely adding certain quotients to P [7]. All that is needed on P to recover E
are weak finite limits.
Weak limits are the same as usual limits, but with uniqueness of the universal arrow dropped.
More precisely, an object is weakly terminal if every object has an arrow into it, and a weak limit of
a diagram D is a cone over D which is weakly terminal among cones over D [7, 18]. For example,
a weak product of X and Y is a span X ← W → Y such that for every span X ← Z → Y there
is a (not necessarily unique) arrow Z →W making the two triangles commute.
Of course a limit is also a weak limit. In fact, a limit is precisely a weak limit whose projections
are jointly monic. We now provide some examples of weak limits.
Examples 2.3.
1. For a simple example of a weak limit which is not a limit, consider two inhabited sets X
and Y in Set. The diagram X ← X × 2 × Y → Y where the two arrows are the obvious
projections and 2 is a set with two elements, is a weak product of X and Y : for a pair of
functions f : U → X and g : U → Y , there are 2|U| many different functions U → X×2×Y
whose first and third component are f and g, respectively.
2. Let B be the category generated by the graph
B1
A′
//
a1
//
a2
A
77♥♥♥♥♥♥
b1
''PP
PPP
P
b2 B2
and the equations b1a1 = b1a2 and b2a1 = b2a2, and denote as B̂ the topos of presheaves
on B. The span B1 ← A→ B2 is clearly a weak product of B1 and B2, but not a product.
It follows that yA is a weak product of yB1 and yB2 in yB and, more generally, in the
full subcategory of projectives of B̂, that is, retracts of coproducts of representables.
However yB1 ← yA → yB2 is not a weak product in B̂. To see this, notice that the
product yB1×yB2 consists of the pairs (b1, b2) and (b1a1, b2a1) over A and A
′, respectively,
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and it is otherwise empty. It is, in particular, subterminal, and the unique arrow q : yA→
yB1×yB2 is a (regular) epi. If yA were a weak product in B̂, then q would have a section.
But there are no natural transformations s : yB1×yB2 → yA: naturality of s would imply
the commutativity of both the following squares
(b1, b2)✺
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
sA
✤ //(yB1×yB2)(a1) (b1a1, b2a1)✷
yyrrr
rrr
rrr
rr
sA′
☞
%%▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲
sA′
(b1, b2)
✡
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
sA
✤oo (yB1×yB2)(a2)
idA
✤ //
yA(a1)
a1 a2 idA,
✤oo
yA(a2)
and this can happen if and only if a1 = sA′(b1a1, b2a1) = a2. But a1 6= a2 by construction,
therefore there are no natural transformations yB1 × yB2 → yA.
3. Homotopy pullbacks in Top, the category of spaces and continuous functions, become
weak pullbacks when mapped in the category Ho(Top) of topological spaces and homotopy
classes of continuous maps. The homotopy pullback of f : X → Z and g : Y → Z in Top is
given by
X ×hZ Y :=
{
(x, y, h) ∈ X × Y × Z [0,1]
∣∣∣ h(0) = f(x) and h(1) = g(y) }
together with the two projections in X and Y . When f = g are the universal cover of
the circle R→ S1, the homotopy pullback R×hS1 R is a weak pullback in Ho(Top) but its
projections are not jointly monic in Ho(Top). Take for example k, k′ : R → R ×hS1 R such
that their first and second components are the identity on R, but whose third components
in (S1)[0,1] are loops with different winding numbers.
Remarks 2.4.
1. The situation in Example 2.3.2 above is an instance of the general phenomenon that, given
a category E with enough projectives, a projective cover P has weak limits of diagrams that
have limits in E: given a diagram D in P, any P-cover of a limit of D in E is a weak limit
of D in P. The diagram below depicts the case of a weak product V of two projectives X
and Y :
V
❴

Z
,,f
(f,g)
❲❲❲❲
❲
++❲❲❲
❲❲
((
g
∃
33
X X × Yoo // Y.
Notice that the dotted arrow does not necessarily exist when Z is not projective: a weak
limit in P has no (weakly) universal property in E, as for yB1 ← yA → yB2 in B̂: it
is just a quasi product. Nevertheless, we shall sometimes abuse terminology and find it
convenient to refer to the cover V _X × Y as a weak product of X and Y .
2. Example 2.3.2 shows that a projective cover of a category E is not necessarily closed under
limits that exist in E: if yB1 × yB2 were projective, then q : yA_yB1 × yB2 would have
a section.
3. For a quasi-exact diagram X¯ ⇒ X _A with X, X¯ ∈ P, the two legs x1, x2 : X¯ ⇒ X form
a pseudo equivalence relation in P [7, 18]: there are arrows ρ : X → X¯, σ : X¯ → X¯, a weak
pullback V of x2 along x1 and an arrow τ : V → X¯ witnessing reflexivity, symmetry and
transitivity of x1, x2 as for usual equivalence relations. The converse is true as well: every
pseudo equivalence relation in P fits in a quasi-exact diagram in E, because the image in E
of a pseudo equivalence relation in P is always an equivalence relation. Nevertheless, the
two previous remarks imply that x1, x2 is not in general a pseudo equivalence relation in
E.
Given a category C with weak finite limits, Carboni and Vitale embed it into an exact category
Cex, called the exact completion of C. The embedding Γ: C→ Cex is universal among left covering
functors from C into exact categories, i.e. functors mapping weak limits in C to quasi limits.
Furthermore, the image of Γ is a projective cover of Cex and, conversely, every exact category
with enough projectives is (equivalent to) the exact completion of any of its projective covers [7,
Th. 16]. This fact allows us to use two descriptions of an exact completion: one in terms of the
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construction Cex on a category with weak finite limits C, and the other one as an exact category
E with a projective cover P of it. We shall use them interchangeably according to convenience.
Now we briefly recall from [7, 18] the construction of Cex from C and some properties which are
relevant for us. Objects of Cex are pseudo equivalence relations in C (i.e. non-monic equivalence
relations). Let x1, x2 : X¯ ⇒ X and y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y be two pseudo equivalence relations and let
f : X → Y . A tracking of f from x1, x2 to y1, y2 is an arrow f¯ making the diagram
(3)
X¯
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
x1
  
❆❆
❆❆
x2
//
f¯
Y¯
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
y1

❄❄
❄❄ y2
X //
f
Y
X //
f
Y
commute. In case f has a tracking as above, we say that it is extensional from x1, x2 to y1, y2. Ar-
rows of Cex between x1, x2 : X¯ ⇒ X and y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y are equivalence classes [f, f¯ ] of extensional
arrows f from x1, x2 to y1, y2 and their tracking f¯ , where [f, f¯ ] and [f
′, f¯ ′] are identified if there
is h making
X

f

h

f ′
Y Y¯oo // Y
commute. Whenever such a h exists, we say that f and f ′ are Y¯ -related.
Sometimes we find it convenient to write a commutative diagram involving pseudo equivalence
relations in more compact ways, for instance in
X¯

x2

x1
//
f¯
Y¯

y2

y1
X //
f
Y.
U¯

u2

u1
//
v2
//
v1
V

k
U //
h
Z.
When we say that such diagrams commute, where the parallel arrows will always be the legs of a
pseudo equivalence relation, we mean that they commutes componentwise, that is fxi = yif¯ and
hui = kvi for i = 1, 2, respectively.
The embedding Γ: C → Cex maps an object X to the free pseudo equivalence relation on X ,
namely the pair of identities idX , idX , and an arrow f : X → Y to the equivalence class [f, f ]
(which consists of f alone). Γ preserves all finite limits that happen to exist in C.
Different categories with weak finite limits may give rise to the same exact category, in the same
way as an exact category E with enough projectives may have different projective covers. However
there is always the full subcategory on all projectives, which is the maximal projective cover. It can
be characterised in E as that projective cover which is closed under retracts. On the other hand, the
full subcategory of Cex on the projectives is (equivalent to) the splitting of idempotents C of C (also
known as Cauchy completion or Karoubi envelope). Hence two categories with weak finite limits
have equivalent exact completions if and only if they have equivalent splitting of idempotents.
The poset of subobjects in Cex of an object ΓX is isomorphic to the order reflection of C/X .
More generally, SubCex(1)
∼= Cpo and, for any n > 0 and any tuple X1, . . . , Xn of objects in
C, SubCex(ΓX1 × · · · × ΓXn) is isomorphic to the order reflection of the category of cones in C
over that tuple, i.e. the comma category ∆ ↓ (X1, . . . , Xn), where ∆: C → C
n is the diagonal
and (X1, . . . , Xn) : 1 → C
n. We denote this comma category as C/(X1, . . . , Xn) and its order
reflection as (C/(X1, . . . , Xn))po. Weak pullbacks along an arrow f : V → X in C define a functor
f∗w : (C/X)po → (C/V )po which is isomorphic, under the above family of isomorphisms, to the
inverse image functor f∗ : SubCex(ΓX) → SubCex(ΓV ). In particular, when f is a weak product
projection of a weak product X ← V → Y , we denote the functor defined by weak pullback
along f as ×wY : (C/X)po → (C/(X,Y ))po. This is isomorphic, under SubCex(X)
∼= (C/X)po and
SubCex(ΓX×ΓY )
∼= (C/(X,Y ))po, to the product functor (_)×(ΓY ) : SubCex(ΓX)→ SubCex(ΓX×
ΓY ).
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Let us now consider again an arbitrary exact category E. If it is cartesian closed, then not
only it has exponentials, but all simple products, that is, right adjoints to pullback along product
projections
E/I
//
(_)×A
⊥ E/(I ×A),oo
ΠA
which are defined applying the functor (_)A and pulling back along the unit of the adjunction
(_)×A ⊣ (_)A.
The simple product functor ΠA restricts to subobjects, endowing the internal logic of E with
universal quantification ∀A : Sub(I × A) → Sub(I). It follows that, when E has a projective
cover P, for any two projectives Z,X ∈ P, the weak product functor ×wX has a right adjoint
∀wX : (P/(Z,X))po → (P/Z)po. As it was already observed in [6], the converse is true as well:
inverse images along product projections are left adjoints if and only if ×wX is left adjoint for every
X ∈ P. For the sake of completeness we shall give a proof in Corollary 3.12.
Recall that an object X in a category with binary products is internally (regular) projective if,
for every object C, regular epi A_B and arrow C ×X → B, there are an object U and arrows
U _C and U ×X → A such that
U ×X
❴

// A
❴

C ×X // B
commutes.
In the case of an exact category E with a fixed projective cover P, we may assume that U _C
is a P-cover. Furthermore, the following are equivalent for a projective X :
1. X is internally projective,
2. the functor (_)×X : E→ E preserves projectives,
and, if X is exponentiable in E, the adjunction relation yields that we may add the following to
the list of equivalents:
3. the exponential functor (_)X preserves regular epis,
4. the simple product functor ΠX preserves regular epis.
In the last two items above we may also replace “regular epis” with “P-covers”. More precisely, we
have the following for (_)X (and a similar statement for ΠX).
Lemma 2.5. Let E be an exact category with a projective cover P. Let X be an object in P and
suppose that X is exponentiable in E. Then the following are equivalent.
1. X is internally projective.
2. For every B in E and every P-cover q : Y _B, qX : Y X → BX is regular epic.
3. For every B in E there is a P-cover q : Y _B such that qX : Y X → BX is regular epic.
Proof. We only need to prove that (3) implies (1), the other two implications being obvious. Given
f : A_B, take a lift l : Y → A of q : Y _B along f . It follows that fX lX = qX , which yields
that fX is a regular epi. 
If projectives are closed under finite products, the projectives and internal projectives coincide.
More generally we have the following
Lemma 2.6. Let E be an exact category with enough projectives. Then the following hold.
1. Internal projectives are projective if and only if 1 is projective.
2. Projectives are internally projective if and only if projectives are closed under binary prod-
ucts.
In particular, we see that there are exact categories with enough projectives where internal
projectives and projectives do not coincide.
Examples 2.7.
1. In a category with enough projectives, a terminal object is always internally projective.
The topos of G-sets for a finite group G is in particular exact with enough projectives, but
it is easy to check that the terminal object is not projective.
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2. Consider again the category B̂ from Example 2.3.2. We have seen that yB1 × yB2 is not
projective since the quotient q : yA_yB1 × yB2 has no section. It follows that neither
yB1 nor yB2 is internally projective.
3. Characterising local cartesian closure
In this section C denotes a category with weak finite limits. Sometimes we find it convenient
to work with an exact category E together with a fixed projective cover cover P. In that case we
adopt the convention of using letters from T to Z, and their primed T ′ and signed T¯ versions, to
denote objects that we know are in P.
Definition 3.1. Let f : Y → X be an arrow in C. A pair of arrows y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y is a weak kernel
pair of f if the square
Y¯

y1
//
y2
Y

f
Y //
f
X
is a weak pullback.
Similarly, let Z
g1
←− Y
g2
−→ X be a span in C. A pair of arrows Y¯ ⇒ Y is a weak kernel pair of
g1, g2 if it is a weak limit of the diagram
Y
   
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
Y
⑤⑤⑤
~~⑤⑤⑤ 
Z X.
A similar definition can certainly be given for spans with arbitrary many legs, but we do not
need it here.
It is well-known that, in a category with finite limits (in fact, pullbacks suffice), a kernel pair
is an equivalence relation. Similarly, when C has weak finite limits, one shows that a weak kernel
pair (of arrows or spans) is a pseudo equivalence relation.
Definition 3.2. Let f : Y → X be an arrow and x1, x2 : X¯ ⇒ X a pseudo equivalence relation
in C. An extensional image of f in x1, x2 consists of three arrows y¯ : Y¯ → X¯ and y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y
which form a weak limit of
Y

f
X¯
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
x1   
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
x2
Y

f
X X.
The previous definition needs perhaps an explanation. In a category with weak finite limits
C, the arrows y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y which are part of an extensional image, form a pseudo equivalence
relation, hence an object in Cex. The arrow y¯ : Y¯ → X¯ is then a tracking for f from y1, y2 to x1, x2,
and the corresponding arrow [f, y¯] in Cex is monic. In particular, when f also has tracking f¯ from
a pseudo equivalence relation z1, z2 : Z¯ ⇒ Z to x1, x2, the arrow [f, y¯] is the usual image of [f, f¯ ]
in Cex [7].
Notice also that a weak kernel pair of f is nothing but an extensional image of f in idX , idX .
In this case, [f, y¯] is the image of Γf : ΓY → ΓX and the assignation f 7→ [f, y¯] : (Y, Y¯ ) →֒ ΓX
describes the action of the right-to-left part of the isomorphism SubCex(ΓX)
∼= (C/X)po.
3.1. Cartesian closure. The starting point of our search for a characterisation of the cartesian
closure of Cex is the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let be E an exact category with projective cover P. E is cartesian closed if and only
if every object in P is exponentiable in E.
Proof. One direction is trivial, let us then assume that every projective is exponentiable. Let A and
B be two objects in E, let X¯ ⇒ X _A be quasi-exact with X, X¯ ∈ P and consider the following
equaliser
E 

//i BX
//
// BX¯ .
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We shall prove that E is an exponential of A and B.
The evaluation arrow e : E ×A→ B is obtained from the commutativity of the solid arrows in
the diagram below and the universal property of the coequaliser in the top row.
E × X¯

 _

i×X¯
//
// E ×X _

i×X
✤
,2 E ×A

eBX × X¯

//
// BX ×X
%%❑
❑❑❑
❑❑
❑❑❑
❑
BX¯ × X¯ // B.
Given C ∈ E and f : C × A → B, there is a unique arrow g′ : C → BX making the obvious
triangle commute. This unique arrow factors through i : E →֒ BX since the left-hand diagram
below commutes and BX¯ is an exponential. The resulting arrow g : C → E satisfies e(g × A) = f
because of the commutativity of the right-hand diagram below.
C × X¯

//
g′×X¯
BX × X¯

//
// BX¯ × X¯

C ×X
❴

//
g′×X
BX ×X
&&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼
C ×A //
f
B
C ×X
❴
 %%
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
g′×X
((
g×X
✤
,2 C ×A

g×AC ×A

f
BX ×X
yyrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
r
E ×X? _oo
i×X
✡ )
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
B E ×Aoo
e
Uniqueness of g follows from uniqueness of g′ and monicity of i : E →֒ BX . 
The previous Lemma ensures that it is enough to look for a characterisation of exponentials of
the form BX , with X in P. By transposition, this amounts to characterise arrows f : Z ×X → B
in E in terms of properties of the arrow f¯ : V → Y in P which covers f (where, in particular, Y
covers B and V is a weak product of Z and X).
Definition 3.4. Let Z
p1
←− V
p2
−→ X be a weak product and let y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y be a pseudo
equivalence relation in C. An arrow f : V → Y preserves projections with respect to y1, y2 if it
is extensional from a weak kernel pair of p1, p2 into y1, y2, i.e. if there is a dotted arrow in the
diagram below
V¯
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎ ❄
❄❄
❄
// Y¯
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎
✎✎ ❄
❄❄
❄
V //
f
Y
V //
f
Y
which makes it commute, where V¯ ⇒ V is a weak kernel pair of p1, p2. Note that this definition
does not depend on the particular weak kernel pair of p1, p2. When the pseudo equivalence relation
on Y is clear from context, we just say that f preserves projections.
Remark 3.5. In the case of an exact category E with enough projectives, we can characterise
those arrows in a projective cover P which preserve projections as follows.
Let V _Z×X be a weak product, let y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y be a pseudo equivalence relation in P and
denote as Y _B the quotient of its image in E. An arrow f : V → Y preserves projections with
respect to y1, y2 if and only if there is a (necessarily unique) arrow g : Z ×X → B in E such that
the square
V

f
✤
,2 Z ×X

g
Y
✤
,2 B
commutes. In this case f factors through any P-cover of g.
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Definition 3.6. Let X be an object and y1, y2 : Y¯ → Y be a pseudo equivalence relation in C. An
extensional exponential of y1, y2 and X is a diagram
(4)
W Voo

e
// X
Y
such that the top row is a weak product, the arrow e preserves projections with respect to y1, y2
and for every object W ′, weak product W ′ ← V ′ → X and arrow V ′ → Y preserving projections
with respect to y1, y2, there are arrows W
′ →W and V ′ → V making the diagram
W ′
}}
V ′oo
~~


W Voo

e
// X
Y
commute. The arrow e in (4) is called extensional evaluation.
A category with weak finite limits has extensional exponentials if, for every pseudo equivalence
relation y1, y2 and for every object X , there is an extensional exponential of y1, y2 and X .
We also need a slight strengthening of the notion of extensional exponential.
Definition 3.7. Let y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y be a pseudo equivalence relation in C and let Z
g1
←− Y
g2
−→ X
be a span such that both g1 and g2 coequalise y1, y2. An extensional simple product of f and g
with respect to y1, y2 consists of a commutative diagram
(5)
W

w
Voo

e
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
Z Yoo // X
whereW ← V → X is a weak product and e preserves projections with respect to y1, y2, such that,
for every commutative diagram
(6)
W ′

w′
V ′oo

e′
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
Z Yoo // X
where W ′ ← V ′ → X is a weak product and e′ preserves projections, there are arrows W ′ → W
and V ′ → V making
W ′
}}
   w
′
V ′oo
~~
 e
′

✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵
W

w
Voo

e
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
Z Yoo // X
commute. The arrow e in (5) is called extensional evaluation.
A category with weak finite limits has extensional simple products if, for every pseudo equivalence
relation y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y and for every span Z
g1
←− Y
g2
−→ X such that fy1 = fy2 and gy1 = gy2,
there is an extensional simple product of g1 and g2 with respect to y1, y2.
Remark 3.8. There is an apparently weaker notion of extensional simple product which in fact
turns out to be equivalent to the one we considered in Definition 3.7. For the sake of the present
discussion, say that a diagram as the first one in Definition 3.7 is a pseudo extensional simple
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product if, for every diagram as the second one in Definition 3.7, there are dotted arrows below
W ′
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
w′

V ′oo
   
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ V

e
V ′oo
   
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
e′
Z Woo
w
Voo // X Y Y¯oo // Y
making the two diagrams commute. That is, the arrow V ′ → V makes e and e′ not equal but only
Y¯ -related.
Of course, an extensional simple product is also a pseudo extensional simple product, where
V ′ → Y¯ is the composite of e′ : V ′ → Y with reflexivity of y1, y2. Conversely, given a pseudo
extensional simple product of g1, g2 with respect to y1, y2 we can obtain an extensional simple
product of g1, g2 with respect to y1, y2 simply replacing the extensional evaluation e : V → Y with
the left-hand arrow f : U → Y in
U

f

// V

e
Y¯

y1
//
y2
Y
Y
where the square is a weak pullback. It is then clear that f enjoys the same universal property of
e, once we know that W ← U → X is a weak product and f preserves projections. To show these
two facts, we find it convenient to reason in an exact category E with a projective cover P. In this
context, the arrow f fits in a covering square
U

f
✤ ,2 V

qe
Y
✤
,2
q
B,
where the lower horizontal arrow is a coequaliser of y1, y2. It is then clear that U is a weak product
of W and X . Since e : V → Y preserves projections, Remark 3.5 implies that qe factors through
V _W ×X via an arrow eˆ : W ×X → B, hence the square below commutes
U

f
✤
,2W ×X

eˆ
Y
✤
,2
q
B,
and an additional application of Remark 3.5 yields that f preserves projections.
Remark 3.9. If C has extensional simple products, then it has extensional exponentials too.
Indeed, given X and a pseudo equivalence relation y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y , take a weak product U of T , X
and Y , where T is weakly terminal, and a weak limit u1, u2 : U¯ ⇒ U , u¯ : U¯ → Y¯ of the diagram
U
 
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙
Y¯
rrr
rrr
rrr
r
xxrrr
r
▼▼▼
▼▼
▼▼▼
▼
&&▼▼
▼▼
U
uu❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂

Y T X Y.
It easy to check that the pair u1, u2 form a pseudo equivalence relation on U . In fact it can also
be constructed taking first a weak kernel pair of the span T ← U → X , and then an extensional
image in y1, y2 (or vice versa, first an extensional image and then a weak kernel pair). Informally,
two elements in U are U¯ -related if their T and X components coincide and their Y components
are Y¯ -related.
The two product projections in T and X coequalise u1, u2 by construction and a straightforward
computation shows that an extensional simple product of T ← U → X with respect to u1, u2 is
an extensional exponential of y1, y2 and X .
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Existence of extensional simple products (and so of extensional exponentials) in C is necessary
for the cartesian closure of the exact completion Cex.
Proposition 3.10. Let be E an exact category with projective cover P. If E is cartesian closed,
then P has extensional simple products.
Proof. Let Y¯ ⇒ Y be a pseudo equivalence relation and let Y _B be its quotient in E. Any
span Z ← Y → X whose legs coequalise Y¯ ⇒ Y induces an arrow f : B → Z ×X . Let W → Z
be the composite of the simple product ΠXf : ΠXB → Z with a P-cover W _ΠXB. The weak
evaluation is obtained covering the composite W ×X _ΠXB ×X → B:
V

✤
,2W ×X

Y
✤
,2 B.
Remark 3.5 ensures that V → Y preserves projections.
The required universal property follows from that one of the simple product once we recall that,
for any W ′ → Z and weak product W ′ ← V ′ → X , an arrow V ′ → Y over Z and X which
preserves projections induces an arrow W ′ ×X → B over Z ×X . 
We now aim at proving that existence of extensional simple products is also a sufficient condition.
We begin by proving that extensional simple products in C endow the internal logic of the exact
completion Cex with universal quantification. We do so in two steps.
Lemma 3.11. If C has extensional simple products, then it has right adjoints to weak product
functors.
Proof. Consider the weak product functor ×wX : (C/Z)po → (C/(Z,X))po mapping f : Y → Z to
the span
Y

f
Voo // X
Z
where the top row is a weak product. We shall use extensional simple products to define a functor
∀wX going the other way, and their universal property to prove that ∀
w
X is right adjoint to ×
w
X .
Let then Z
g1
←− Y
g2
−→ X be a span and let y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y be its weak kernel pair. Take an
extensional simple product of g1, g2 with respect to y1, y2 as (5) and define ∀
w
X [g1, g2] := [w]. A
simple verification shows that the universal property of extensional simple products exhibits the
weak evaluation e : V → Y as the counit of the adjunction ×wX ⊣ ∀
w
X : one only needs to observe
that, in a commutative diagram as (6) the arrow e′ : V ′ → Y always preserves projections with
respect to the kernel pair y1, y2. 
Corollary 3.12. If C has extensional simple products, then Cex has right adjoints to inverse
images along products projections.
Proof. Let us work with an exact category E and a projective cover P of it. Thanks to the
isomorphism between posets of subobjects in E and poset reflections of slices of P, the previous
Lemma entails that E has right adjoints to functors (_)×X : Sub(Z)→ Sub(Z×X). The statement
now follows from descent, applying Theorem 2 in Section 3.7 of [4] to the diagram
Sub(C)

q∗⊣
//
(_)×A
Sub(C ×A)
⊣

(q×p)∗
Sub(Z)
OO
Σq
//
(_)×X
⊥ Sub(Z ×X)oo
∀X
OO
Σ(q×p)
where p : X _A and q : Z_C are P-covers. 
Remark 3.13. Inspecting the proof of Lemma 3.11, one sees that only a specific kind of extensional
simple products is used, namely those with respect to a kernel pair of the given span. If we say
that a logical simple product of Z
g1
←− Y
g2
−→ X is an extensional simple product of g1, g2 with
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respect to a weak kernel pair of g1, g2, then the above actually proves that if C has logical simple
products then Cex has right adjoints to inverse images along products projections. It is not difficult
to see that the converse is true as well: if Cex has right adjoints to inverse images along products
projections, a logical simple product of g1, g2 in C is obtained covering with projectives the arrow
∀Xb and the counit ∀Xb×X → b, where b : B →֒ Z ×X is the image of (g1, g2) in Cex.
We are now in a position to formulate and prove the general characterisation of (locally) cartesian
closed exact completions in terms of projectives. But we first prove a lemma which will turn out
to be useful in the next section too.
Lemma 3.14. Suppose that Cex has right adjoints to inverse images along product projections. If
C has extensional exponentials, then Cex is cartesian closed.
Proof. We shall work with an exact category with enough projectives E and a projective cover P
of it. Thanks to Lemma 3.3, it is enough to construct an exponential of B and X with X ∈ P.
Let Y¯ ⇒ Y _B be quasi-exact with Y, Y¯ ∈ P, let W and V → Y be an extensional exponential
of Y¯ ⇒ Y and X and denote with w : W ×X → B the arrow induced by the extensional evaluation
V → Y on the quotient V _W ×B. The kernel pair of 〈w, prX〉 : W ×X → B×X factors through
W ×W ×∆X via an arrow k : K →֒W ×W ×X . By assumption, the functor (_)×X : Sub(W ×
W )→ Sub(W ×W ×X) has a right adjoint ∀X . Define r := ∀Xk : R →֒W ×W . The adjunction
relation yields
(7) t : T →W ×W factors through r if and only if w(t1 ×X) = w(t2 ×X),
where t1 and t2 denote the two components of t. Hence r is an equivalence relation and the arrow
w : W × X → B coequalises r1 × X and r2 × X . It follows that, denoting with q : W _E the
quotient of r, there is a (unique) arrow e : E ×X → B such that e(q ×X) = w.
Consider now an arrow f : C ×X → B. Let Z¯ ⇒ Z_C be quasi-exact with Z, Z¯ ∈ P, denote
with z1, z2 : Z¯ ⇒ Z the legs of the pseudo equivalence relation and let V
′ → Y cover the composite
f(z × X) : Z × X _C × X → B. Thus V ′ → Y preserves projections, so the weak universal
property of W ensures the existence of an arrow f ′ : Z → W such that w(f ′ × X) = f(z × X).
Since the diagram below commutes
Z¯ ×X

z1×X
//
z2×X
Z ×X
❴

//
f ′×X
W ×X

wZ ×X
✤
,2

f ′×X
C ×X
&&▼
▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼
▼▼▼
f
W ×X //
w
B,
the arrow (f ′z1, f
′z2) : Z¯ → W ×W factors through r because of (7). This in turn implies that
qf ′ : Z → E coequalises z1, z2, thus yielding an arrow fˆ : C → E. The equation e(fˆ × X) = f
follows immediately once we precompose the two sides with the (regular) epi z ×X .
For uniqueness, let g : C → E be such that e(g ×X) = f , and denote with g′ : Z → W the lift
of gz along q : W _E. We have
w(g′ ×X) = e((qg′)×X) = e((gz)×X) = f(z ×X) = e(f ′ ×X),
hence (f ′, g′) : Z →W ×W factors through r because of (7) and so g = fˆ . 
Theorem 3.15. Cex is cartesian closed if and only if C has extensional simple products.
Proof. It is now only a matter of putting all the pieces together. The left-to-right direction is
Proposition 3.10. For the converse, Corollary 3.12 and Remark 3.9 provide the hypothesis for
Lemma 3.14, which then yields the cartesian closure of Cex. 
3.2. Local cartesian closure. Whenever P is a projective cover of a category E and X ∈ P, P/X
is a projective cover of E/X . Hence we see that Cex is locally cartesian closed if and only if every
slice of C has extensional simple products: one simply applies Theorem 3.15 to derive the cartesian
closure of slices Cex/ΓX ≡ (C/X)ex, and then use descent along the monadic adjunction Σp ⊣ p
∗
for a regular epi p : ΓX _A to obtain cartesian closure for an arbitrary slice Cex/A.
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However it would be good to also have a “global” characterisation, i.e. as a property of C
instead of as a property of each of its slices, in the same way as existence of dependent products
in a category E is equivalent to existence of exponentials in every slice of E. In this section we
achieve this goal.
Let X ← V → W be a weak pullback of a cospan X → Z ← W and let y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y be a
pseudo equivalence relation. Say that an arrow V → Y preserves projections with respect to y1, y2
if it has a tracking from a weak kernel pair of the pullback span X ← V →W in y1, y2.
Definition 3.16. Let y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y be a pseudo equivalence relation in C and let Y
g
−→ X
f
−→ Z
be a pair of arrows such that g coequalises y1, y2. An extensional dependent product of g along f
with respect to y1, y2 consists of a commutative diagram
(8)
Y
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
Voo
e

// W

w
X // Z
where the square is a weak pullback and e preserves projections with respect to y1, y2, and such
that, for every commutative diagram
(9)
Y
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ V
′oo e
′

// W ′

w′
X // Z
where the square is a weak pullback and V ′ → Y preserves projections with respect to y1, y2, there
are W ′ →W and V ′ → V making
V ′
  
e′
~~

// W ′
}}
  
Y
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
Voo
e

// W

X // Z
commute. The arrow e : V → Y is called extensional evaluation.
A category with weak finite limits has extensional dependent products if, for every pseudo equiv-
alence relation y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y and arrows Y
g
−→ X
f
−→ Z such that gy1 = gy2, there is an
extensional dependent products of g along f with respect to y1, y2.
Lemma 3.17. If every slice of C has extensional simple products, then C has extensional dependent
products.
Proof. This is straightforward: an extensional dependent product of Y
g
−→ X
f
−→ Z with respect
to y1, y2 is given by an extensional simple product of fg, g with respect to y1, y2 in C/Z. 
The converse is true as well, but it will follow from Theorem 3.22 and Proposition 3.10. For the
moment we content ourselves with proving the following.
Lemma 3.18. If C has extensional dependent products, then every slice of C has extensional
exponentials.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ C/Z and let y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y be a pseudo equivalence relation in C/Z on y : Y → Z.
We shall work in C: for this it is enough to observe that pseudo equivalence relations in C/Z coincide
with pseudo equivalence relations in C, and that an arrow preserves (product) projections in C/Z
if and only if it preserves (pullback) projections in C.
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Take a weak pullback X
f1
←− Y ′
f2
−→ Y of x and y and let y′1, y
′
2 : Y¯
′ ⇒ Y ′ be the pseudo
equivalence relation defined in the weak limit diagram
Y¯ ′
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
y′1

y¯
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
y′2
Y ′

f2
❇❇
❇
  
❇❇❇
f1
Y¯
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤ ❇❇
❇
  
❇❇❇
Y ′
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
f1

f2
Y X Y.
Clearly, f1 coequalises y
′
1, y
′
2. Consider then an extensional dependent product of Y
′ f1−→ X
x
−→ Z
with respect to y′1, y
′
2 and let e : V → Y
′ be the extensional evaluation. We shall prove that
w : W → Z and f2e : V → Y are an extensional exponential of y1, y2 and x in C/Z.
Suppose then that there are w′ : W ′ → Z, a weak pullback X
p′1←− V ′
p′2−→ W ′ of x and w′,
and e′ : V ′ → Y which preserves projections with respect to y1, y2 and such that ye
′ = xp′1. The
latter equation yields eˆ : V ′ → Y ′ such that f1eˆ = p
′
1 and f2eˆ = e
′, and using the tracking of e′
and the construction of y′1, y
′
2 one sees that eˆ preserves projections with respect to y
′
1, y
′
2. We can
thus apply the universal property of w and e to obtain the dotted arrows below which make the
diagram
V ′
yy
e′
vv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
eˆ
~~

// W ′
}}
  
w′
Y Y ′oo
f2
  
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
f1
Voo
e

// W

w
X //
x
Z
commute. Hence w : W → Z and f2e : V → Y enjoy the universal property of extensional expo-
nentials in C/Z as required. 
Existence of extensional dependent products in C is necessary for the local cartesian closure
Cex.
Proposition 3.19. Let be E an exact category with projective cover P. If E is locally cartesian
closed, then P has extensional dependent products.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.10 and Lemma 3.17. 
Extensional dependent products in C endow the internal logic of Cex with implication and
universal quantification.
Lemma 3.20. If C has extensional dependent products, then it has right adjoints to weak pullback
functors.
Proof. The proof goes, mutatis mutandis, as that one of Lemma 3.11. Let f : X → Z, and
g : Y → X be arrows in C, and let y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y be the weak kernel pair of g. Consider an
extensional dependent product of f, g with respect to y1, y2 as (8) and define ∀
w
f [x] := [w]. The
universal property of (8) exhibits the extensional evaluation e as the counit of an adjunction
f∗w ⊣ ∀wf : one only has to observe that, in a commutative diagram as (9), the arrow e
′ : V ′ → Y
always preserves projections with respect to the weak kernel pair y1, y2. 
Corollary 3.21. If C has extensional dependent products, then Cex has right adjoints to inverse
images along any arrow.
Proof. This proof too follows closely that one of Corollary 3.12. Let us work with an exact cate-
gory E and a projective cover P of it. Thanks to the isomorphism between subobjects in E and
poset reflections of slices of P, the previous Lemma entails that E has right adjoints to functors
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f∗ : Sub(Y ) → Sub(X) for f : X → Y in P. Let now f : A → B be any arrow in E, and let
fˆ : X → Y be a P-cover of f with regular epis p : X _A and q : Y _B. Hence the diagram
Sub(B)

q∗⊣
//
f∗
Sub(A)
⊣

p∗
Sub(Y )
OO
Σq
//
fˆ∗
⊥ Sub(X)oo
∀
fˆ
OO
Σp
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2 in Section 3.7 of [4], which thus yields the statement. 
Theorem 3.22. Cex is locally cartesian closed if and only if C has extensional dependent products.
Proof. To simplify notation, let us work with an exact category E and a projective cover P of it.
Proposition 3.19 proves the left-to-right direction. For the converse, let Z ∈ P. Corollary 3.21
entails that E/Z has right adjoints along product projections, and Lemma 3.18 ensures that P/Z
has extensional exponentials. Hence Lemma 3.14 proves the cartesian closure of E/Z .
Let now I be any object in E, Z¯ ⇒ Z_ I be quasi exact and denote with p the cover of I, with
z1, z2 the legs of the pseudo relation and p¯ := pz1 = pz2. Given a : A→ I and b : B → I, we have
quasi exact sequences Z¯ ×I A⇒ Z ×I A_A and Z¯ ×I B ⇒ Z ×I B_B over Z¯ ⇒ Z _ I.
We can form exponentials p∗bp
∗a : E → Z in E/Z and p¯∗bp¯
∗a : E¯ → Z¯ in E/Z¯. Pasting pullbacks
together
E¯ ×Z¯ (Z¯ ×I A)

// Z¯ ×I A

//
zi×A
Z ×I A

E¯ // Z¯ //
zi
Z
we see that E¯ ×Z¯ (Z¯ ×I A)
∼= E¯ ×Z (Z ×I A). Hence for i = 1, 2 there is ei : E¯ → E such that the
diagram below commutes.
E¯ ×Z¯ (Z¯ ×I A)
&&
++❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱
ev
//
ei×(zi×A)
E ×Z (Z ×I A)
&&
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
ev
Z¯ ×I B
ss
//
zi×B
Z ×I B
uu
Z¯ //
zi
Z.
It is possible to show that the image factorisation of (e1, e2) : E¯ → E×E is an equivalence relation
in E. Hence it has a quotient E_Q which is also a coequaliser of the pair e1, e2, and so the
universal property of coequalisers yields an arrow Q → I. The verification that Q → I is an
exponential of b and a is straightforward and it is left to the reader. 
4. Carboni and Rosolini’s characterisation
4.1. Cartesian closure. A theorem by Carboni and Rosolini claims that, for C with weak finite
limits, Cex is cartesian closed if and only if C has weak simple products [6, Theorem 2.5]. These
are, essentially, extensional simple products with respect to free pseudo equivalence relations (i.e.
those of the form idY , idY ). In this section we investigate the relation between extensional and
weak simple products, and argue that the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [6] contains a mistake. We
conclude by showing that, when C has finite limits (actually, when it has a bit less than that),
Carboni and Rosolini’s characterisation is still valid and ours reduces to it.
Let us say that an arrow f : V → Y out of a weak product Z
p1
←− V
p2
−→ X is determined by
projections if it preserves projections with respect to idY , idY , i.e. if, for all arrows h, k into V ,
p1h = p1k and p2h = p2k imply fh = fk. Mutatis mutandis, the same definition applies to arrows
out of a weak pullback.
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Remark 4.1. In the case of an exact category E with a projective cover P, Remark 3.5 yields that
an arrow f : V → Y is determined by projections in P if and only if it factors in E through the
regular epi V _Z ×X .
It follows that an arrow is determined by projections if and only if it preserves projections with
respect to any pseudo equivalence relation on its codomain.
Examples 4.2. The following examples continue those in 2.3.
1. A function f : X×2×Y → Z in Set is determined by projections precisely when its values
do not depend on elements in 2. This happens exactly when it factors through X ×Y . As
it will be clear from the next examples, this really is a trivial case (or rather a degenerate
one), due to the fact that the product and the weak product live in the same category.
2. In the category B, the identity on A preserves projections but it is not determined by
projections, since a1 6= a2. Another way to see this is to recall that there are no natural
transformations yB1 × yB2 → yA and to use Remark 4.1: if the identity on yA were
determined by projections in the category of projectives of B̂, the cover q would have a left
inverse in B̂.
3. Consider again the homotopy kernel pair k1, k2 : R×
h
S1 R⇒ R of the universal cover of the
circle f : R→ S1 from Example 2.3.3. Let Kf ⇒ R×
h
S1 R be the weak kernel pair in HoTop
of k1, k2: two triples (x, y, p), (x
′, y′, p′) are Kf -related as soon as there are paths x ≃ x
′
and y ≃ y′. The identity on R×hS1 R preserves projections with respect to Kf ⇒ R×
h
S1 R,
but it is not determined by projections: its value on (x, y, p) does depend on the path p
witnessing x ≃ y, even up to homotopy, since S1 is not simply connected. On the contrary,
the (homotopy class of the) function R ×hS1 R → R ×
h
S1 R mapping a triple (x, y, p) to
(x, x, 1x) is determined by projections and, in fact, any continuous function whose values
do not depend (up to homotopy) on the S1-component yields an arrow determined by
projections.
Again, another way to see this is to use Remark 4.1: the object (Kf ⇒ R ×
h
S1 R)
in (HoTop)ex is terminal since R is contractible. By the very construction of pullbacks,
(Kf ⇒ R×
h
S1R) is also a pullback of Γf along itself, hence the unique map q : Γ(R×
h
S1 R)→
(Kf ⇒ R×
h
S1 R) is a regular epi. Now, the object Γ(R×
h
S1 R) in (HoTop)ex is the relation
that identifies all triples which are componentwise homotopic. Hence it is isomorphic
to integers with the discrete topology. If the identity on R ×hS1 R were determined by
projections, Γ(idR×h
S1
R) would factor in (HoTop)ex through q, that is to say, q would be
an iso, which clearly cannot be.
Remark 4.3. The last two examples share many similarities because they are instances of the same
phenomenon. Consider first an exact category E with a projective cover P: given two projectives
Z,X in P and a weak product q : V _X×Y , the identity arrow on V is determined by projections
in P if and only if q is an iso (in E), if and only if Z ← V → X is in fact a product in P.
We can reformulate this observation in the case of a category C with weak finite limits as saying
that C has binary products if and only if every identity on a weak product is determined by
projections. Notice also that every arrow out of a weak product is determined by projections as
soon as the identities are.
Definition 4.4 ([6], 2.1). Let C be a category with weak finite limits. A weak simple product of
a span Z ← Y → X in C is a commutative diagram
W

Voo
   
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
Z Yoo // X
whereW ← V → X is a weak product and the arrow V → Y , called weak evaluation, is determined
by projections, such that, for every commutative diagram
W ′

V ′oo
   
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
Z Yoo // X
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whereW ′ ← V ′ → X is a weak product and V ′ → Y is determined by projections, there are arrows
W ′ →W and V ′ → V making the obvious diagram commute.
Clearly, weak simple products are nothing but extensional simple product with respect to free
pseudo equivalence relations, i.e. those of the form idY , idY .
One can define a weak exponential of Y and X to be an extensional exponential of Y and X
with respect to idY , idY . It consists of an object W together with a weak product W ← V → X
and an arrow V → Y determined by projections, which is weakly terminal among arrows V ′ → Y
determined by projections, where W ′ ← V ′ → X is a weak product. As it may be expected, in a
category with weak finite limits, weak exponentials can be constructed from weak simple products.
Carboni and Rosolini’s proof follows the same argument as ours, but using weak exponentials
and weak simple products instead of extensional ones. Unfortunately the proof contains two claims
that, stated as they are, are not correct. Firstly, Lemma 2.6 in [6] states that if C has weak simple
products then Cex has right adjoints to inverse images along product projections. The proof claims
that weak simple products allow the definition of a right adjoint to (_)×X : Sub(Z)→ Sub(Z×X),
but the functor defined is not right adjoint in general. Secondly, after using Lemma 2.6 to construct
an exponential Y X of two projectives Y and X , it is claimed that BA may be obtained as a quotient
of an equivalence relation on Y X , where Y _B and X _A are P-covers. This claim is also false
in general.
As it turns out, both claims are equivalent to requiring that projectives in Cex are internally
projective, i.e. that C is closed under binary products. As we saw in the Examples 2.7, this is not
always the case when C only has weak finite limits.
That the validity of the second claim is equivalent to projectives being internally projective
is clear thanks to Lemma 2.5. To understand why this holds for the first claim too, we find it
convenient to work in an exact category E with a fixed projective cover P. Recall that, in this case,
P is equivalent to the full subcategory of E on the projectives and it can be simply described as
the closure of P under retracts in E [7, 18].
If P has weak simple products, then it is possible to define functors
wX : SubE(J ×X)→ SubE(J)
for any two projectives J,X ∈ P [6]: for a subobject a : A →֒ J ×X , wX(a) ∈ SubE(J) is defined
by taking the image factorisation of the arrow W → J obtained as a weak simple product of the
span J ← Y → X , where Y is a P-cover of A. Notice that the definition of wX(a) does not depend
(up to isomorphism) on the P-cover of A.
Lemma 2.6 from [6] claims that wX is right adjoint to (_)×X . However this is true if and only
if X is internally projective. Indeed, suppose for the moment that E is cartesian closed. Then for
any subobject a : A →֒ J ×X and P-cover Y _A, we have the following commuting diagram
(10)
ΠXY
❴

//
ΠXq
∀XA _

∀X(a)
wXA
  //
wX (a)
J
which shows that wX coincides with ∀X if and only if the top arrow is a regular epi. Since this
argument does not depend on the particular P-cover of A, we see that wX ∼= ∀X if and only if X
is internally projective.
More generally, the same result can be proved only assuming the existence of weak simple
products in P, without using the cartesian closure of E. We do so in two steps.
Lemma 4.5. Let be E an exact category with projective cover P. Suppose that P has weak simple
products and let Z and X be objects in P. If wX is right adjoint to (_)×X : SubE(X)→ SubE(Z×
X), then Z ×X is projective.
Proof. Assume (_) ×X ⊣ wX and let p : U _Z ×X be a P-cover. We shall show that p has a
section, thus concluding that Z × X is projective. Consider the following weak simple product
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diagram
W
❴

Voo
v1

e

✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
v2B _

wX (idZ×X)
Z Uoo
p1
//
p2
X
The adjoint relation implies idZ ≤ wX(idZ×X) and, since Z is projective, we obtain an arrow
h : Z →W over B and, in turn, an arrow k : U → V such that v1k = hp1 and v2k = p2. The arrow
ek : U → U is determined by projections, as e is so by definition, and therefore it induces an arrow
s : Z ×X → U . We have that p1sp = p1ek = p1, which implies p1s = pr1, and similarly we get
p2s = pr2. Hence ps = idZ×X as required. 
Proposition 4.6. Let be E an exact category with projective cover P. Suppose that P has weak
simple products and let X be an object in P. The following are equivalent.
1. The functor wX is right adjoint to (_)×X : Sub(Z)→ Sub(Z ×X) for every Z ∈ P.
2. The functor (_)×X : E→ E preserves projective objects.
3. The object X is internally projective.
Proof. It only remains to prove that (3.) implies (1.). Observe first that wX(a) ×X ≤ a always
holds for any a ∈ SubE(Z × X), therefore we only need to show that b ≤ wX(b × X) for every
b ∈ Sub(Z). To this aim, let p : U _B×X be a P-cover and let W → Z be a weak simple product
of Z ← U → X , so that wX(b ×X) is the image factorisation of W → Z. Internal projectivity of
X yields a P-cover y : Y _B and an arrow u : Y ×X → U such that pu = y×X . The composition
of any P-cover V _Y ×X with u is an arrow V → U determined by projections. Hence the weak
universal property of weak simple products yields an arrow Y → W over Z, which induces an
arrow b→ wX(b×X) as required. 
Hence Lemma 2.6 in [6] needs the additional assumption that objects in P are internally pro-
jective in E. Notice that objects in a fixed projective cover are internally projective if and only
if all projectives are internally projective. Before reformulating Theorem 2.5 from [6] accordingly,
we present two equivalents of the condition on projectives in Cex: one as a property of the full
subcategory on the projectives (i.e. the splitting of idempotents of C), and the other one as a
property of C itself.
Proposition 4.7. Let C be a category with weak finite limits. The following are equivalent.
1. Projectives in Cex are internally projective.
2. C has binary products.
3. For every weak product Z
p1
←− V
p2
−→ X in C there is an idempotent i : V → V which is
determined by projections and such that p1i = p1 and p2i = p2.
Proof. We find it convenient to regardC as a subcategory of C and both of them as subcategories of
Cex. This makes sense since the embeddings preserve binary products. Hence, to simplify notation,
we work in an exact category E with a projective cover P, and prove the statement for P and P.
The equivalence of (1) and (2) is just a reformulation of Lemma 2.6.2. We shall prove that (2)
and (3) are equivalent.
If P has binary products, then Z×X is projective in E for Z,X ∈ P. Hence every q : V _Z×X
has a section s : Z ×X → V . The idempotent on V is i := sq, and it is determined by projections
because of Remark 4.1. We also have pki = prkqsq = prkq = pk, for k = 1, 2, where pr1, pr2 are
the product projections in P.
Conversely, let i : V → V be as in (2). Remark 4.1 implies that i factors in E through q : V _Z×
X via an arrow s : Z ×X → V . Moreover, s is monic because p1s = pr1 and p2s = pr2. It follows
that sqsq = ii = i = sq implies that Z ×X is a retract of V , and so that Z ×X is projective. 
Example 4.8. As an elementary example that a category with weak finite limits C need not have
binary products when one of the equivalent conditions from Proposition 4.7 holds, consider the
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small category D generated by the graph
B1
A′ //
a
A

i
77♥♥♥♥♥♥ b1
''PP
PPP
P
b2 B2
and the equations ii = i, b1i = b1 and b2i = b2. Denote with D̂ the topos of presheaves on D and
let C be the closure of yD in D̂ under coproducts.
C has weak finite limits. In particular, the span yb1,yb2 is a weak product but not a product.
On the other hand, since i is determined by projections in D, the idempotent yi is determined by
projections in C. Hence yB1 × yB2 is projective. Furthermore D trivially has all products except
for B1 × B2. This entails that the product of two representables yX × yY is either representable
(when X 6= B1 or Y 6= B2) or projective (when X = B1 and Y = B2) and, in turn, that projectives
in D̂ are closed under products.
Theorem 4.9 ([6], 2.5). Let C be a category with weak finite limits. If one of the equivalent
conditions from Proposition 4.7 holds, then Cex is cartesian closed if and only if C has weak simple
products.
In case one of the conditions from Proposition 4.7 is met, existence of weak simple products is
clearly equivalent to existence of extensional simple products. We record this fact in a corollary.
Corollary 4.10. Let C be a category with weak finite limits and suppose that one of the conditions
from Proposition 4.7 holds. Then the following are equivalent.
1. C has weak simple products.
2. C has extensional simple products.
3. Cex is cartesian closed.
However, even when projectives are internally projective, a weak simple product is not necessarily
an extensional one. This happens exactly when C has binary products or, equivalently, when
identities on weak product objects are determined by projections.
Proposition 4.11. Let C be a category with weak finite limits. If C has binary products, then
(∗)
for every span Z
g1
←− Y
g2
−→ X, a weak simple product of g1, g2 is an extensional simple
product of g1, g2 with respect to any pseudo equivalence relation y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y such that
g1y1 = g1y2 and g2y1 = g2y2.
Conversely, if C has weak simple products, then (∗) implies that C has binary products.
Proof. Suppose that C has binary products, hence every arrow on a weak product is determined
by projections. It follows that the universal properties of weak simple products and of extensional
ones coincide.
Conversely, let Z
p1
←− V
p2
−→ X be a weak product span and let v1, v2 : V¯ ⇒ V be the weak
kernel pair of p1, p2. A weak simple product W → Z and e : V
′ → V of p1, p2 is an extensional
simple product with respect to v1, v2 and the identity on V preserves projections with respect
to v1, v2. The universal property of extensional simple products yields, in particular, an arrow
h : V → V ′ such that eh = idV . It follows that idV is determined by projections, that is to say,
p1, p2 is in fact a product. 
Of course, when C has binary products, weak exponentials are extensional exponentials too.
4.2. Local cartesian closure. The case of local cartesian closure presents, at this point, no
surprise. We can define a weak dependent product as an extensional dependent product with
respect to free pseudo equivalence relations, and we can prove that C has weak dependent products
if and only if every slice of it has weak simple products.
For every U ∈ P, P/U is a projective cover of E/U . Hence, requiring projectives in E/U to be
internally projective, for every projective U , amounts to assuming that P is closed under pullback.
More precisely, we now have the following equivalent conditions.
Proposition 4.12. Let C be a category with weak finite limits. The following are equivalent.
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1. For every U ∈ C, projectives in Cex/ΓU are internally projective.
2. C is closed under pullbacks.
3. For every weak pullback square in C
V

p1
//
p2
X

Z // U
there is an idempotent i : V → V which is determined by projections and such that p1i = p1
and p2i = p2.
Theorem 3.3 in [6] then has to be reformulated as follows.
Theorem 4.13 ([6], 3.3). Let C be a category with weak finite limits. If one of the conditions from
Proposition 4.12 holds, then Cex is locally cartesian closed if and only if C has weak dependent
products.
Corollary 4.14. Let C be a category with weak finite limits and suppose that one of the conditions
from Proposition 4.12 holds. Then the following are equivalent.
1. C has weak dependent products.
2. C has extensional dependent products.
3. Cex is cartesian closed.
Observing that C has pullbacks if and only if identities on weak pullback objects are determined
by projections, one can see that weak dependent products are extensional dependent products if
and only if C has pullbacks.
Proposition 4.15. Let C be a category with weak finite limits. If C has pullbacks, then
(⋆)
for every Y
g
−→ X
f
−→ Z, a weak dependent product of g, f is an extensional dependent
product of g, f with respect to any pseudo equivalence relation y1, y2 : Y¯ ⇒ Y such that
gy1 = gy2.
Conversely, if C has weak dependent products, then (⋆) implies that C has pullbacks.
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